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Holland Views – J D Wetherspoon: Price 1216p; MCap £1,280m

Low Risk Compounding + Red Herrings
We have written a lot on JDW over the years and we are proud of this work. In the summer we
claimed something that no-one else seems to believe possible in this company; i.e. that one day
its seemingly long-lost operational gearing will return. Over the last few weeks we have spent
time with Tim and many of those in his team. As such we reflect on this and other ideas.
In a recent trading statement, the company commented that they thought full year 2019 profits
would be flat as cost increases will not be passed on in higher prices to the customer – the shares
reacted falling 10%. As statements go, we think this is the perfect red herring. Post recent
meetings with JDW we add a few points to our thesis on the company.

The Red Herring
Almost every other company who is putting wage rises through is passing these on in routine
smaller price increases (NB: Next did exactly that post Sterling’s Brexit fall).
 But JDW is not like any other company – Tim Martin has many strong beliefs (in case
you have not noticed!) and keeping prices very low to win over customers year after
year is one of them.
 During 2018 while the company has had a 5% increase in like for like sales its LFL
profit per pub only grew 1.2%. The main reason being strong rises in staff costs (up 9%).
However pretty much all of that 5% sales increase was volume not price.
 Had JDW increased prices a little in this period (say 2%) to pass on cost increases we
doubt its LFL sales would have been impacted that much, but profits would have been
higher (much).
 When we seek to find companies with “pricing power” surely this is what we are after;
Companies that ‘could’ rise prices. Whether they chose to or not is a different issue.
Fig.1: No-one, it seems, expects margins to ever buck the long downward trend (except us!)

Source: Bloomberg
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A great employer
 JDW is now a great place to work:
o Prior to the November 18 pay rise for all staff JDW were paying 20-30p a hour
above the minimum wage across all bands. Post this month’s rises it will be 4550p above. In some areas the pay gap is much higher.
o In addition, there is an annual bonus of c.5% of pay.
o Managers are now on maximum 40 hour weeks with far better terms for
accommodation and other allowances.
“We have now got quite a big buffer in wages” John Hutson, CEO Sept 2018
An investment phase
 The company has been on a strong investment phase for the last few years – investing
heavily in its pubs and its people. Arguably quite soon they might run of out of things
to spend the money (that rising volumes generate) on.
 Notably the group is far more careful about new pub expansion these days. Interestingly
this is not due to a lack of ambition or lack of demand (huge swathes of London are
crying out for a ‘Spoons) but due to the company’s careful consideration of the return
on capital they want to ensure each new pub will make.
 During this phase JDW have also largely completed the closure of less profitable sites
that they have admitted were a function of past over expansion in some towns
Pricing gap only increasing
Due to Tim’s and his teams desire to keep prices low wherever they can:
 The groups like for like sales continue to grow at industry beating rates. It should be
noted that there are some operators who have similarly good LFL sales data as JDW
(Youngs, Fullers + Marston’s are examples) but these companies have put up prices
consistently in recent years. In volume LFL growth we think JDW is streets ahead.
 The JDW team keep a close eye on the pubs they are closest to make sure that they are
always 20-25% cheaper across the range of drinks/food offered against their local peers.
However, with the industry raising prices and JDW not following suit this gap is
widening.
 Furthermore, we believe JDW has a deflationary effect on prices around its pubs as
competitors have to respond to offer better value to compete. The result is JDW now
admits they are likely now far more than 20-25% cheaper if compared to a broader basket
of pub sites in the industry. (Our own experiences easily backs up this point).
Investor reflection
We would ask readers at this moment to stop and reflect on how many companies they can find
that:
a) Have a strong customer centric culture and one of continuing improvement
b) Where the price offering is so much lower than peers for the same product
c) Where as a result there is arguably significant untapped pricing power
d) Where EBIT margins are at a record low despite the companies growing scale
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Disclaimer
This document does not consist of investment research as it has not been prepared in accordance with UK legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. Therefore even if it contains a research
recommendation it should be treated as a marketing communication and as such will be fair, clear and not misleading
in line with Financial Conduct Authority rules. Holland Advisors is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. This presentation is intended for institutional investors and high net worth experienced investors who
understand the risks involved with the investment being promoted within this document. This communication should
not be distributed to anyone other than the intended recipients and should not be relied upon by retail clients (as defined
by Financial Conduct Authority). This communication is being supplied to you solely for your information and may
not be reproduced, re-distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. This
communication is provided for information purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy
or sell any security or other financial instrument. Any opinions cited in this communication are subject to change
without notice. This communication is not a personal recommendation to you. Holland Advisors takes all reasonable
care to ensure that the information is accurate and complete; however no warranty, representation, or undertaking is
given that it is free from inaccuracies or omissions. This communication is based on and contains current public
information, data, opinions, estimates and projections obtained from sources we believe to be reliable. Past performance
is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The content of this communication may have been disclosed to the
issuer(s) prior to dissemination in order to verify its factual accuracy. Investments in general involve some degree of
risk therefore Prospective Investors should be aware that the value of any investment may rise and fall and you may
get back less than you invested. Value and income may be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates and other
factors. The investment discussed in this communication may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries and
may not be suitable for all investors. If you are unsure about the suitability of this investment given your financial
objectives, resources and risk appetite, please contact your financial advisor before taking any further action. This
document is for informational purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy the securities
or other instruments mentioned in it. Holland Advisors and/or its officers, directors and employees may have or take
positions in securities or derivatives mentioned in this document (or in any related investment) and may from time to
time dispose of any such securities (or instrument). Holland Advisors manage conflicts of interest in regard to this
communication internally via their compliance procedures.
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